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Capturing Problematic Urban Canada Geese in Reno, Nevada: 
Goose Roundups vs. Use of Alpha-Chloralose 

Mike A. Smith 
USDA APlllS Wildlife Services, Las Vegas, Nevada 

ABSTRACT: Urban Canada geese, in large numbers, have exploited human manipulation of the Reno, Nevada cityscape, creating 
human health and safety concerns along with monetary losses to businesses and private citizens. A primacy concern from the start 
has been the potential for an aircraft-bird strike at the Reno-Tahoe lntemational Allport. To ~ this urban goose problem, 
USDA APIDS Wildlife Services (WS) "rounds up" the problem geese by use of a funnel trap, where a gathering cage is placed at the 
junction of two plastic fence wings. Goose roundups occur on golf courses, city parks, and private residences. The use of the traps 
can be labor intensive on some properties, often requiring the coordination of federal, state, and city employees in addition to 
volunteers, to wure adequate personnel are available. A goose roundup is generally a high-profile public affair. WS makes every 
effort to start roundups early in the morning (4:004:30 A.M.) to avoid crowds, and more importantly, to reduce heat stress to the 
geese. Howevec, there always seem to be a few citi7.eos observing the operation. For many people, the sight of 20 to 30 geese 
enclosed in a small cage, honking and hissing, and p0tentially trampling goslings under foot, can be quite upsetting. Many urbanites 
only encounter Canada geese at the city parlc, where they typically enjoy feeding the local population. This limited exposure often 
results in negative reactions to goose capture and relocation efforts. To mhlce the need for high-profile roundups in urban areas, WS 
experimented with the use of alpba-chloralose (AC) on urban geese located in select parks and gated communities. Alpha-chloralose 
is an avian tranquili7.er that is administc:red orally to waterfowl through com or lmad bail We hoped that the use of AC would 
change public opinion about the stress the geese might suffer during capture efforts. Further, we sought to capture repeat offending 
geese that had become wise to the funnel trap and avoided capture by that method. Since many properties are not suitable for funnel 
trap use, we wished to expand the WS urban goose management effort by employing this additional capture method. AC delivery 
by lmad baits allowed for the precise targeting of problem geese. The advantages and disadvantages of both roundups and AC 
treatments are discussed. 
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INTRODUCllON 
USDA APIDS Wildlife Services (WS) in Reno, 

Nevada has been conducting urban Canada goose (Branta 
canadensis) roundups since 1989 (Hall and Groninger 
2002). Url>an sprawl with its accompanying parks, golf 
courses, and gated communities with large water 
landscaping has created ideal Canada goose habitat. Ideal 
habitat, combined with supplemental feeding by local 
residents and low nest predation, has allowed the goose 
numbeq to accelerate rapidly. Gosling survival and 
subsequent recruibnent into the breeding population is in 
part due to the Canada goose exploitation of human 
dwellings. Nests are built on patios and shed roofs; in, 
on, and around roof-mounted air conditioners; and in 
residents' yards adjacent to parks and golf courses. These 
nest sites make it difficult for mban goose predators to 
access them. This, combined with the urban dwellers' 
war on would-be predators (i.e., coyotes, raccoons, feral 
dogs, feral cats, and ravens), makes an ideal environment 
for Canada geese to raise their young. 

These factors, combined with the absence of hunting 
in urban environments, have helped urban geese become 
a serious human health and safety issue, along with 
causing thousands of dollars worth of property damage in 
the Reno, Nevada area. Local geese create another 
problem as well: because the climate is fairly mild in 
Reno, some birds never migrate, becoming decoys that 
attract migrating geese. The "decoyed" birds disrupt their 
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migrations and sometimes completely suppress their urge 
to continue migrating, thus adding to the already large 
number of resident geese. 

The human health and safety issue prompted WS 
involvement with goose roundups (Hall and Groninger 
2002). Url>an geese would roost and loaf in city parks 
and golf courses located near the Reno/fahoe 
International Airport, then fly across the airport to locate 
food sources, creating a serious aircraft-bird sttjke hazard 
(Alge 1999, Dolbeer 2000, Hall and Groninger 2002). A 
prime example is Virginia Lake, a city park with a 10-
acre artificial lake that provides roosting and loafing areas 
for wban geese, along with supplemental feeding by park 
patrons. West of this park is a 1,200-acre farm that grows 
alfalfa and grass hay on several hundred acres, with an 
additional several hundred acres planted in various grain 
crops. This environment creates a favorable feeding area 
for urban geese. The entirety of the farm is within Reno 
city limits, so hunting does not take place on this 
property. Situated between Virginia Lake and this farm is 
the Reno/fahoe International Airport. With up to 12 
incidents of geese crossing the runways each day, bird
aircraft strikes are inevitable (Hall and Groninger 2002). 

Goose roundups have been the chosen method for 
removing nuisance mban geese from the Reno area. The 
roundups were conducted in hopes of reducing the 
number of urban geese at Virginia Lake and other Reno 
areas, thus reducing the number and frequency of geese 



crossing the Reno/f ahoe Allport 
As time passed, the roundups drew more and more 

public interest and attention, and more public and private 
entities asked WS to round-up their ''problem geese.'' In 
2001, WS personnel were approached by cooperators 
asking if there was a way of capturing geese that was not 
so high-profile and possibly less stressful to the geese. 
Beginning in spring 2003, the avian tranquilizer alpha
chloralose (AC) was used in the Reno area to address 
cooperators' concerns about the unwanted attention the 
roundups were beginning to cause on some properties. 
AC offered other advantages besides being low-profile. 
Not all locations where geese congregate are conducive to 
roundups. Terrain, vegetation, and water haz.ards can 
make funnel traps impractical. Trap-shy geese can 
sometimes avoid capture. WS would use AC on 
properties where these types of conditions occmred. AC 
is delivered to a goose through a treated ''bread bait." A 
''treated bread bait" is a 1-inch-square piece of bread into 
which the drug, alpha-chloralose, has been injected using 
a syringe. The bait is then hand-fed to a selected 
individual bird 

METHODS 
Funnel Trap 

Beginning in 1989, the chosen method for capturing 
geese was a ''funnel" or ''drive trap" (Bub 1991, Addy 
1956). The funnel trap used by WS personal in Reno 
consisted of an 8 x 8 x 5-ft gathering cage constructed 
with wire panels. Attached to the gathering cage and 
extending in a V-shape from the gathering cage were two 
wings or leads of orange-colored plastic fencing 4 ft high. 
The length of the leads could be adjusted to meet the 
terrain and number of birds expected to be caught. Geese 
are driven into the pen by people on foot, as well as in 
boats, when needed. The roundups can only be effective 
when geese are non-flighted due to their annual molt, 
which in Reno occurs during May and June for the 
majority of geese. The funnel trap can be very efficient in 
catching large numbers of geese in a relative short 
amount of time. No special training is needed for the trap 
operators. The gathering cage panels are held together by 
plastic zip ties, and the wings are fastened to the front of 
the gathering cage with zip ties as well. An experienced 
crew of 4 people can erect the cage and extend the wings 
out 100 yards in about 15 minutes. WS personnel often 
spent more time canying the trap through parks and golf 
courses to the trap site than it took to erect the trap at a 
chosen site. 

When water ha7.ards were present, extra time was 
needed to cany the boat, electric motor, battery, oars, and 
life jacket. To save time, every effort was made to drive 
as close to the trap site as possible. Not only did this 
speed up the trap set-up time, but more importantly it 
shortened the distance that capbll'ed geese would have to 
be carried to the holding trailer. The holding trailer is a 5 
x 10-ft flatbed utility trailer outfitted with 2 wire cages 
covered with pegboard to provide capbll'ed geese some 
protection from the wind and curious onlookers. An 
open-top metal basket has been welded to the front of the 
trailer to hold the leads of the trap, along with the 
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hammers and other tools needed to erect the trap. While 
in transit, the gathering cage panels sit on top of the goose 
cages on a custom-made rack. The boat and its accesso
ries are carried in a second pickup. WS personnel would 
arrive before sunrise. The trap, and boat when needed, 
would be set up and ready to go by the time it was light 
enough to see the geese and start moving them toward the 
trap. 

Alpha-Chloralose 
Alpha-chloralose has been used in Europe as an 

animal anesthetic since 1897 (Balis and Monroe 1964), 
and it was registered for use in the U.S. as an avian tran
quilizer for nuisance waterfowl in 1992. In 1993, WS 
made AC available only to certified WS biologists 
(Woronecki et al. 1990). 

For AC to be used effectively, the geese must be 
conditioned (pre-baited) to eating bread. At every site in 
Reno, geese were already conditioned to eating bread by 
public feeding activities. This feeding of waterfowl by 
the public is one of the reasons the geese are a problem in 
most areas. Geese will not leave an area if they continue 
to be fed (Gosser et al. 1997). The only problem with the 
public conducting the ~baiting was the need to do 
treatments while the geese were still hungry. We did the 
treatments in the early morning as soon as it was light 
enough to see clearly, so that we could watch each bird 
that was given a treated bait. 

Geese having bands or collars were targeted first, and 
then any geese displaying physical abnormalities or 
unusual markings would be targeted. The treatments 
would continue until all geese in a flock had been treated 
or until it was not possible for WS to differentiate 
between the treated geese and untreated geese. Some 
treatment sites had only a small number of geese (n <12), 
making it fairly simple to differentiate treated from 
untreated individuals. Other treatment sites contained 
large flocks (n>20) of birds, making it difficult to keep 
track of which geese had been treated and which geese 
were untreated. When large numbers of birds were 
present, we would spread the birds out into smaller, more 
manageable flocks by offering untreated bread baits at 
several locations. Once the geese were in smaller groups, 
treated baits would be presented until 10-12 birds had 
been treated in each group. We would then stop treat
ment until treated birds clearly showed signs of being 
affected by the drug. Once all treated birds were 
positively identified, the treatment could continue until 
the target number of geese was treated. The number of 
birds treated would never exceed those that coUld be 
monitored and retrieved safely. 

Water ha7.aids (ponds and lakes) greatly reduce the 
number of birds that could be treated, because of the 
danger of drowning to a treated bird Birds that succumb 
to the drug while on the water are in danger of their head 
becoming submerged. When water haz.ards were present, 
a boat with an electric motor was readied before 
treatments started. Having a rescue boat available 
reduced or eliminated the threat of losing a treated bird 
from drowning. . Since we were administering a drug to 
the birds and the birds would be incapacitated, we 



considered the birds' safety to be our primary concem. birds must be removed first to avoid being trampled by 
When the birds became incapacitated, they would be adult geese. This can be very stressful to the geese, for 
captured and transfmcd to a holding cage. the handlers, and for the watching public. Every effort 

must be made to avoid injury to the captured geese. 
RESULTS 

Funnel traps and AC have proven to be an effective 
way of capturing Canada geese in Reno, Nevada. The 
advantages and disadvantages of both methods as 
pen:eivcd by WS pcnonnel in Reno will be listed and 
discussed below. 

Roundup Advantages 
Efficiency 

Roundups catch large mnnbers of geese fast. The size 
of the gathering pen and the length of the leads affect the 
mnnber of geese that can be captured. The primary 
concern of any roundup supervisor should be the safety of 
the geese and the workers. Never round up more geese 
than can be safely handled and processed. With adequate 
space for the pen and leads to be set up properly, seven! 
hundred geese can be captured at one time. In 2003, WS 
captured 148 geese dming one roundup in Reno. That 
project was extremely labor intensive and required a great 
deal of preplanning. This one roundup required 5 WS 
personnei 10 volunteas, 2jet skis, one 12-ft. mdiac boat, 
one 18-ft. skifl: and one 8-ft. dingy. In contrast, the 
average roundup (40-60 birds) is usually conducted by 4 
WS personnel with one 8-ft. dingy equipped with an 
electric motor. 

SimplJcity 
No extensive training or certification is required 

before an individual can effectively use the trap. Trap 
set-up is very simple and can be done rapidly. 

Risk 
There is a low health risk to geese. Since no drugs are 

used, the geese are in no danger from an overdose. Geese 
can be immediately released. AC requirements mandate 
that no goose be released until it is completely recovered 
from the effects of the drug. 

Roundup Disadvantages 
SiU ' 

An appropriate site must be available for the trap to be 
deployed properly. Time is needed to carry the trap and 
equipment to a trap site and then constlUct the trap. 

Visibility 
When people sec two or three vehicles in a padt or on 

a golf course pulling a strango-looking trailer and hauling 
a boat, it is hard to blend in. Once the equipment is being 
unloaded, a crowd generally fonns. Be prepared to 
answer plenty of questions. 

I 

Labor-Intensive 
There is work involved when handling and transport

ing large mnnbers of alert geese. Once the geese are 
driven into the gathering pen, the real work starts. The 
geese must be transported into a holding cage. Young 
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Handling Stress 
With an alert bird, the stress factor is higher than for a 

bird asleep as a result of an AC bail 

Selectivity 
It is difficult to capture selected, individually-targeted 

geese. The round-up is designed to captme large numbers 
of geese. Geese by design are flocking animals and will 
stay in the flock despite being uneasy in their S1DT0und
ings. Many times WS personnel rounded up geese that 
were fully capable of flight but chose to follow their flock 
into the trap. 

W411'iM.u 
During one roundup in Reno, an attempt to captuic 

three geese with the funnel trap failed. The three geese 
simply disappeared into the surrounding vegetation, once 
they noticed the trap being carried to the site and the trap 
setup commencing, despite bread being fed to them to 
hold their attention. Had we used AC at this site, the 
birds would have been captured that day. All three were 
subsequently captured once AC was available. 

Seasonal Use 
Roundups generally only work when geese are 

molting and non-flighted. Fully-flighted geese can be 
caught, but they must be in a flock where the majority of 
geese are incapable of flight. 

Alpba-Chloralose Advantages 
Selectivity 

AC is target-specific. When a bread bait is used, the 
drug can be delivered to an individual bird. 

Year-Round Use 
AC, unlike roundups, does not rely on a oncc>a-year 

occurrence (molting) to be effective at capturing nuisance 
geese. However, if AC is used during an open htmting 
season for geese, the geese cannot be released until they 
are held for 30 days. If no holding facility exists, the 
window for use is still wider than the short period the 
birds are in molt. 

Lowhojik 
Without trucks and trailers parading through the 

treatment site, AC can be administered very discretely. If 
no water haz.ards are present, the public might not even be 
aware of what is occurring. On several occasions, an AC
treated goose was assumed by the public to be sick, and 
WS was merely collecting it so it could be helped. If a 
boat is required, it should be set up in the dark before 
citizens are in an area. We learned that if the boat was 
near the water and out of the way, even though people 
could see it, it drew less attention that if people saw it 
carried to the shore. 



Handling Stress 
When geese are tranquilized, they have a lower stress 

level than a non-medicated goose. This helps with the 
public's impression of goose removal projects. Many 
people who are not opposed to trapping and relocating 
nuisance geese are simply upset at the sight of several 
geese in a trap honking and hissing and being handled 
firmly. It cannot be over-emphasized how negatively the 
public feels about seeing geese being handled ''roughly." 
Great care must be taken to explain that the birds are 
being handled the safest way possible. With AC, this is 
not usually necessary; with the geese asleep, the chance 
of injury during capture, and during transportation from 
treatment site to holding site, is very slight 

Alpha-Chloralose Disadvantages 
Low EJJicimc:y 

It is difficult to collect large nwnbers of geese fast. 
Having to administer the baits one at a time slows down 
the treatment time. For us, AC took about 20-25 minutes 
to affect the average Canada goose (weighing 8 lbs) 
enough so it could be caught safely. 

Certification 
AC is authorized for use only by WS personnel. To 

use AC, personnel must have received specific training 
and certification (Wildlife Services 2001). 

Protocols 
Exacting protocol standards must be followed. AC 

must be used in exact dosages for the targeted species. 
Bread bait dosages are based on target species' weights 
(Belant and Seamans 1997). Unused baits and unused 
AC solutions must be disposed of properly. Paper work 
must be carefully maintained. 

Holding Tune 
Birds must be held before release. Birds must be held 

until they are completely recovered from the effects of 
AC. F.ach bird will respond differently to AC. All birds 
in Reno were held 24 hours; this proved ample time for 
the geese to recover. 

Risk of Mortality 
Any time you capture wildlife, there is a degree of risk 

that mortality could occur. This is especially true when 
drugs are administered to wildlife to aid in their capture. 
Not only should there be concern over the effect of the 
drug to the animal, but how the incapacitated animal 
should be handled is of utmost importance as well. As in 
any wildlife handling situation, a plan for dealing with 
sick or dying animals, must be developed prior to 
initiating a handling program. 

Pre-Bailin 
Geese :ust be ~baited. The only way to administer 

a bread bait to a goose is for it to be eaten. The geese 
must be preconditioned to eat bread in close proximity to 
people. You must be sure the bait will only go to the 
desired target. However, in many public use areas, as in 
Reno's parlcs, geese have been sufficiently conditioned to 
eat bread by the general public. 

DISCUSSION 
Wildlife damage management (WDM) techniques are 

not formulas that can be routinely applied to a damage 
incident and solve every problem. Goose ro\Uldups and 
AC are merely tools to aid in WDM activities. There are 
no magic bullets. F.ach WDM project will have its own 
unique problems and concerns. 

Goose roundups and the use of AC to capture 
nuisance urban Canada geese have proven very effective 
in Reno, Nevada. The AC treatmmts were well received 
in the parlcs and residential communities. The use of AC 
on projects where there were concerns about the ro\Uldups 
was very favorable. In some areas where AC was used 
instead of a roundup, residents thought the geese bad 
simply "left." Residents in some areas were so condi
tioned to the "annual goose fiasco" (loud, and much 
activity), as one lady phrased it, that the community 
residmts were oblivious to the fact that a quiet "roundup" 
was happening, literally in their own back yards, when 
AC was used to remove the geese. 
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